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All of experience the athletes were stored 
at their brain (memory). 

There are short term, medium term & long 
term memory. 

Brain pattern are created by physical act & 
mental (brain) act. 

Visualization were called memory of 
athlete through imagination & realized 
by physical performance.   



Visualization = some people “see” 

their brain (mind), this means they 

can actually see a picture. 

Some see this picture from within or 

they watch themselves perform.  

There are three sense that the athlete 

tend to learn the best on sport 

(visual, auditory, kinesthetic). 



The term visualizing can mean all three: 

visual, auditory & kinesthetic. 

There are sensory ways by which we all 

learn & experience what we do & what 

happens to us.  

In sports, athletes must do the physical & 

minds (brain) training. 

It would created the neural pattern to help 

the athletes muscles do exactly what they 

want to do perfectly.  



EFFECT VISUALIZATION 

Visualization can substantially affect: 

 The brain waves 

 Blood flow 

 Heart rate 

 Skin temperature 

 Gastric secretions 

 Immune response 

 Total physiology  



HOW TO VISUALIZE? 

1.  See, hear & feel yourself performing your sport. 

2.  Write down into a recorder every detail you can 

see, hear & feel. 

3.  Begin with arriving at the competition & warm-up 

routine before start competition. 

4.  See, hear & feel the environment of competition 

(weather, wind, colors, smells, sounds of crowd, 

temperature & atmosphere). 

5.  Imagine yourself being totally confidence, 

relaxed, control of your body & mental state. 



6. Feel confidence, competence & control in your 

body & mind. 

7. Affirmations & simple key words that you can 

recall during competition (self-talk). 

8. During event, seeing, feeling, hearing yourself 

at each significant point. 

9. Feel yourself moving smoothly performing with 

strength & mental endurance. 

10. Total harmony with the environment &yourself. 



BEFORE COMPETITION 

Reread your visualization & be sure include: 

1. Awareness the competition area. 

2. See, hear & feel the environment of competition 

(weather, wind, colors, smells, sounds of crowd, 

temperature & atmosphere). 

3. Begin with warm-up & stretching routine. 

4. Focusing on your goals & the outcome you wish 

to achieve. 

5. Make body & mind must to adaptation with the 

competition area.  



DURING COMPETITION 
1. All the thoughts, feelings, physical moves, pains, 

sounds & reactions on the competition itself. 

2. Feel confidence, competence, control in your body & 
mind.  

3. Feel your body are light & control. 

4. Easy to moving. 

5. Remember your strategy & applied your tactic. 

6. Seeing, feeling, hearing yourself at each significant 
point. 

7. Lets away your bad technique & concentrate to the 
next points. 

8. Affirmations & simple key words that you can recall 
during competition (self-talk). 



AFTER COMPETITION 

1. If you win, do the victory lap, celebrating, 

reaction with around you, receiving any award, 

joining with team, then to point 3. 

2. If you loss, immediately don’t think the results 

of competition, apologies & keep smile with 

your funs, then to point 3. 

3. Take & collected your competition tools. 

4. Shouts out from the crowd. 

5. Leaving the competition area. 

6. Cooling down. 



7. Lie on chair or floor, reconnection your body & 

mind. 

8. See each thing you feel is importance to 

visualization. 

9. Take your time to enjoy, to experience, to 

learn each movement & moment. 

10. See it all fully & perfectly & as completely as 

you know how … experience it exactly as you 

want it to be in reality.  



ADVICE FOR VISUALIZATION 

1. Athletes must have an idol the best athlete 

on their sport. 

2. Routine watching the game of the idol (live, 

TV, or CD). 

3. Having pictures or posters the idol. 

4. Hanging pictures or posters the idol &  

    can see as often as possible.  

5. Always learning & watching their sports 

(live, TV, or CD). 



THE ROLE OF VISUALIZATION? 

1. Help your body deal with stress & injury. 

2. Continually reduce your stress level. 

3. Help you to take more control of your life in any 

competition situation. 

4. To see yourself relaxed & confident. 

5. Overcomes any problem or situation effectively. 

6. Help your body create the image that becomes 

reality. 

7. As an inner-guide process to help you heal 

yourself. 


